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Abstract. For a successful automated negotiation, a vital issue is how well the agent can learn the latent preferences of opponents. Opponents however in most practical cases would be unwilling to reveal their true preferences for exploitation reasons. Existing approaches tend to resolve this issue by learning opponents through their observations during negotiation. While useful, it is hard because of the indirect way the target function can be observed as well as the limited amount of experience available to learn from. This situation becomes even worse when it comes to negotiation problems with large outcome space. In this work, a new model is proposed in which the agents can not only negotiate with others, but also provide information (e.g., labels) about whether an offer is accepted or rejected by a specific agent. In particular, we consider that there is a crowd of agents that can present labels on offers for certain payment; moreover, the collected labels are assumed to be noisy, due to the lack of expert knowledge and/or the prevalence of spammers, etc. Therefore to respond to the challenges, we introduce a novel negotiation approach that (1) adaptively sets the aspiration level on the basis of estimated opponent concession; (2) assigns labeling tasks to the crowd using online primal-dual techniques, such that the overall budget can be both minimized with sufficiently low errors; (3) decides, at every stage of the negotiation, the best possible offer to be proposed.

1 Introduction

Negotiation has traditionally been investigated in game theory [17, 18], and in previous years it has also developed into a core topic of multiagent systems [1, 5, 15, 16, 20]. Generally speaking, it is a process by which parties of conflicting interests try to reach a mutually acceptable agreement [13]. In many cases, it is however expensive and low efficient mainly because humans find the activity challenging, stressful as well as time-consuming. Thus, to alleviate huge negotiation efforts of humans, autonomous agents are proposed that perform, on behalf of humans, complicated negotiation tasks in an efficient manner. Automated negotiation also provides one of the most fundamental and powerful mechanisms for
intelligent systems, e.g., managing inter-agent dependencies, coordination and cooperation. With the rapid development of automated negotiation in recent decades, it has successfully gained a broad spectrum of applications in industrial and commercial domains [6,10,19,20].

The driving force of negotiating agents is governed by its (hidden) preferences through its (hidden) negotiation strategy [4]. By exploiting the preferences and/or strategy of opposing agents, better final (or cumulative) agreement terms can be reached [3]. Existing literature [7–9,11] attempts to achieve that by means of learning the behavior/preferences of opponents through observations of opponent negotiation moves. Although useful, learning an opposing agent’s model is not efficient, mainly because: (1) the opponent preference can only be observed indirectly through offer exchanges (e.g., our rejected offers and opponent counter offers), (2) the absence of prior information about opponent strategy/preferences, and (3) the confinement of the interaction number/time in single negotiation sessions. Apparently, this kind of learning methods somehow restrict agents’ learning ability.

Thus, we consider a general negotiation model in which automated agents not only carry out negotiation with others, but also provide advice (e.g., in terms of binary label) on whether an offer is accepted or rejected by a specific agent in a ongoing negotiation, according their knowledge and experience. Each label on offers from the crowd is associated with a certain (but low) cost, while the overall budget is limited; moreover, the collected labels are assumed to be noisy, due to labeling agents’ lack of expert knowledge regarding negotiation problems or the target agents, and the prevalence of spam, etc. That is to say, each agent may have different and unknown reliability. Therefore to infer the true labels from the non-expert crowd, an assignment strategy is needed to allocate tasks to the crowd, to minimize the labeling budget, while guaranteeing sufficiently low errors. With the labels in hand, the negotiating agent is more likely to make decisions toward reaching efficient agreements.

2 Negotiation Approach

The actions of the agent at each time point should take into account, (1) the aspiration level, which governs the minimum amount of expected satisfaction from negotiation at a time point, and (2) what offer to accept or reject given that. The decision-making process is decomposed into two stages – aspiration setting (AS) component and offer responding (OR) component, which are essential and vital for the agent to operate successfully. The aspiration setting (AS) component is described. It adopts a non-parametric and computationally efficient regression technique in order to approximate the opponent’s negotiation strategy. This allows the agent to have accurate estimates that are used to adjust its own aspiration level. The second stage of the approach (i.e., the offer responding (OR) component) deals with how to respond to those counter-offers and determines what counter-offer to send out if not satisfied with proposals from opponents.
When selecting offers of interest, the agent adopts an adaptive assignment strategy to ask information from the crowd so that the preferences of opponents over offers could be well learnt. Next, each of the above components is detailed.

2.1 Aspiration Setting Component

As opponent strategies are unavailable to the agent, it may be beneficial to adaptively set aspiration level $R(t)$ according to negotiation dynamics, which specifies the lowest utility expectation of the agent. Toward this end, we adopt Gaussian process to obtain opponent strategy in terms received concession, which is proved to be successful in a variety of negotiation scenarios [4, 8], while we refine a simplified version here to get rid of tuning a bunch of parameters (overfitting).

The agent uses the expected received utility $E(t)$ in its decision making. This utility, which corresponds to the expectation of how much profit can be received from an opponent at some future time $t_\star$, is defined by:

$$E(t_\star) = \frac{t_\star}{NC} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} u \cdot f(u; \mu_\star, \sigma_\star) du$$

where $NC$ is a constant called normalizing constant, $f$ is the probability density function of Gaussian distribution, and $\mu_\star$ and $\sigma_\star$ are the mean and standard deviation (both obtained from GPs) at $t_\star$. Unlike the approach described in [21], which truncates the probability distribution to $[0, 1]$, the agent preserves the probability distribution by introducing the normalizing constant $C$.

$$R(t) = u_{res} + (U_{max} - u_{res})(1 - t)^\beta$$

where $u_{res} = \min(\theta, \xi)$ (with $\xi$ the maximal received concession), and concession coefficient controlling the concession rate is given by,

$$\beta = 1 - \left(\frac{E(t_\star)}{U_{max}}\right)^2$$

where $U_{max}$ is the possible maximum utility in the scenario.

2.2 Offer Responding Component

Having obtained the aspiration level, the agent then needs to decide acceptance or rejection of opponent offers. If the opponent offer can provide a utility higher (or at least equal to) than the $R(t)$, the agent agrees with the offer and the negotiation is finished successfully; otherwise, the agent should prepare a counter offer to continue the negotiation. The two steps are detailed next.

**Negotiation Decision-Making.** Given the expected utility of $R(t)$, the agent needs to examine one of two conditions in response to the opponent. In the first the agent has to validate whether the utility of the counter-offer $U(O_{opp})$ is better than $u'$, while in the second the agent has to determine whether the
opponent had already proposed this offer earlier in the negotiation process. If either one of these two conditions is satisfied, the agent accepts it and terminates the session as shown in line 12 of Algorithm 1.

Otherwise, if none of them are met, the agent proposes a new offer depending on an $\lambda$-greedy strategy. That is to select either a greedy action (i.e., exploit) with $\lambda$ probability or to select a random action with a $1 - \lambda$ probability ($0 \leq \lambda \leq 1$). The greedy action is determined based on the advice of crowds, that is, labels of acceptance or rejection on offers provided by a large amount of related agents. Those agents either have negotiation experience with the agent’s opponents or have certain domain knowledge. Unfortunately, the labels may be noisy due to the lacking expertise and/or different reliability among them. It usually makes labels generated by crowd suffer from low quality. Moreover, each label is produced at certain cost. In the next subsection, we will dive into details of how to adaptively assign tasks to crowded agents. With a probability $\lambda$, agent then picks the offer whose gets the best negotiation value.

In the case of the random action (probability $1 - \lambda$), the agent constructs a new offer which has an utility within some range around $u'$. The main motivation behind this choice is twofold: (1) it is possible, for multi-issue negotiations, to generate a number of offers whose utilities are the same or very similar to the offering agent, with granting the opposing negotiator different utilities, and (2) it is sometimes not possible to find an offer whose utility is exactly $u'$. Thus it is reasonable that an agent selects an offer whose utility is in the narrow range $[(1 - 0.005)u', (1 + 0.005)u']$. If no such solution can be found, the agent repeats sending the latest bid in the next round.

**Adaptive Assignment Strategy.** Crowdsourcing services, as a remedy for noisy labels, usually resort to labeling redundancy – collecting labels from different workers for each item [14, 22]. A fundamental issue for crowdsourcing in negotiation is then raised: how to make crowdsourced task assignments such that it can output desired labels with sufficiently low error, while requesting as few labels from workers as possible. Toward this end, we apply the technique proposed in [2, 12] to solve crowdsourced task assignment for automated negotiation setting. Prior to task assignment, the agent first decides upon which part of the outcome space to explore via crowdsourcing. In our approach, the exploration zone first excludes offers of utility below reservation value ($\theta$) and offers of first $K$ highest values (by sorting the possible outcomes according to our agent’s own preferences), and then selects offers randomly from the remaining offers according to the given budget. When having collected enough opponent responses (i.e., gold standard tasks) placed by Algorithm 1, the agent begins online crowdsourcing task assignment (e.g., each agent’s reliability is unknown). The main steps of assignment strategy is given below.

Before diving into details of the assignment strategy, we introduce a simple model to capture workers’ reliability: each worker (agent) $w_j$ is characterised by a reliability $p_{i,j} \in [0, 1]$ for task $t_i$, and workers answer each question correct independently. Since errors are common among the low-paid workers, majority
**Algorithm 1.** Adaptive assignment strategy for negotiation tasks. $s$ is the number of gold standard tasks. $m$ is the number of workers, with $n$ the number of tasks.

1: Require: $s, \tilde{q}_{\text{min}}, m,n$
2: while $K < s$ do
3: collect more offer responses;
4: recordOffers$(t_c, O_{opp})$;
5: end while
6: pick up random $\gamma$ percentage workers from $m$
7: calculate $\hat{q}_{i,j}$ for each agent in $\gamma m$
8: calculate $C_{\epsilon'}$ and obtain estimated task weight $\hat{x}^*$
9: for each agent $j$ do
10: calculate $\hat{q}_{i,j}$ using $s$ gold standard tasks
11: run primal approximation algorithm with $\hat{q}_{i,j}$ and $\hat{x}^*$
12: assign agent $j$ to tasks $i$ if $y_{i,j} = 1$
13: end for
14: aggregate labels using weighted majority voting.
15: return labels

Voting should be applied to their advice for a target reliability. Next, we show the error bound under this model using majority voting. Assume $J_i$ is the set of workers assigned to task $t_i$, $X_{i,j}$ a random variable which represents the weighted label, with $w_{i,j}$ being the weight. Given a positive label (e.g., the value is 1), we have

$$X_{i,j} = \begin{cases} w_{i,j} & \text{with probability } p_{i,j}, \\ -w_{i,j} & \text{with probability } 1 - p_{i,j} \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

and $X_i = \sum_{j \in J_i} X_{i,j}$.

If $X_i \geq 0$ the task is predicted to have a label of 1, and 0 otherwise. Assume the true label is 1, bounding $P(X_i \geq 0)$ would give us a bound on the probability of an error. The expectation of $X_i$ can be expressed as below,

$$E[X_i] = \sum_{j \in J_i} E[X_{i,j}]$$
$$= \sum_{j \in J_i} (p_{i,j}w_{i,j} - (1 - p_{i,j})w_{i,j})$$
$$= \sum_{j \in J_i} (w_{i,j}(2p_{i,j} - 1)) \quad (5)$$

Applying Hoeffding’s inequality, we have

$$P(X_i \leq 0) \leq \exp\left(-\frac{2(E[X_i])^2}{\sum_{j \in J_i}(2w_{i,j})^2}\right)$$
$$= \exp\left(-\frac{(\sum_{j \in J_i} w_{i,j}(2p_{i,j} - 1))^2}{2\sum_{j \in J_i} w_{i,j}^2}\right) \quad (6)$$

Obviously, this error bound is maximized when the right side of Eq. 6 is minimized. So, we set the gradient of this expression to 0.

Then, let $y_{i,j}$ be a variable to indicate the assignment of task $t_i$ to worker $w_j$, with 1 representing positive and 0 negative. The requirement can be expressed
as a linear constraint of these variables. This allows us to express the optimal assignment strategy as an integer linear program,

$$\min \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} y_{i,j} \cdot \eta$$  \hspace{1cm} (LP1)

subject to

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} y_{i,j} \leq M_j$$
$$\sum_{j=1}^{m} q_j y_{i,j} \geq C_\epsilon$$
$$y_{i,j} \in 0, 1 \hspace{1cm} \forall (i, j)$$

where $\eta$ is the cost for each task. However, solving integer linear program requires the values $q_j$ for each worker. It will be convenient to work with the dual of the linear program,

$$\max \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i - \sum_{j=1}^{m} M_j z_j - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} t_{i,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (LP2)

subject to

$$1 - q_{i,j} x_i + z_j + t_{i,j} \geq 0 \hspace{1cm} \forall (i, j)$$
$$x_i, z_j, t_{i,j} \geq 0 \hspace{1cm} \forall (i, j)$$

(7)

Suppose that we were given access to the task weights $x_i$ for each task $i$ and the values $q_{i,j}$. Then we could use the following algorithm to approximate the optimal primal solution. Then, the agent should choose the offer whose utility not smaller than the utility indicated by $R(t_c)$, and whose label is positive. When needing to propose a counter-offer. If no such an offer can be found, the offer with the minimal utility (but not smaller than the utility indicated by $R(t_c)$) is proposed for greedy offer selection.

3 Conclusions

This work introduced a novel automated negotiation approach on the basis of opponent behavior prediction and crowdsourcing services. Opponent behavior prediction is captured by Gaussian processes to estimate future received concession, thereby governing the aspiration level function in an adaptive way. The deployment of crowdsourcing mechanism provides the agent with the wisdom of the noisy crowd, and using the assignment strategy, the labeling budget can be both minimized, while guaranteeing sufficiently low errors. It is clear that the agent is more efficient than the others due to a more advanced technical framework.
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